ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Wheeled mobile robot of Logistics system is also known as automatic guided vehicle (AGV), mainly used for the transportation of all kinds of material in warehouse, it is an important equipment in logistics system of modern manufacturing enterprise, it provides an important guarantee for integration, flexible and efficient operation of the system. The accurate positioning of AGV, combined with its effective track to the desired trajectory, can greatly improve the accuracy of material transportation in the three-dimensional warehouse.
At present, according to the particularity of working environment, a lot of positioning methods are available; they are classified into the orientation of inertial and beacon, according to the positioning based on sensor information types [1] . Independence of inertial positioning is strong, but the positioning error has a cumulative effect, it should be periodically revised [2] ; Laser positioning and visual positioning are two of the most commonly techniques in beacon positioning. Visual position including image processing is greatly influenced by light conditions, such as shadow, with poor real-time performance and high system cost. Laser positioning is of high precision and good flexibility, and there is no need to deal with the ground, which is convenient for path transformation and suitable for field environment, meanwhile it is convenient to modify the motion parameters and driving paths. Laser positioning is one of the most advanced guidance in the word [3] .
The laser coordinate positioning technology is used to realize accurate positioning of AGV in this paper. We can get the angle deviation to be corrected in real-time during the path tracking process, through the analysis of the kinematics model of single steering wheel AGV, and constantly modify the primary drive angle deviation. At the same time, on the choice of reference target a new method is adopted, in this method, target reference points move coherently with the AGV, making that the tracking accuracy would not reduce for AGV getting close to the reference point in the movement, avoiding the redundancy of system caused by setting too much reference points. Which is different from general path tracking methods? We develop a method of locating and tracking of wheeled mobile robot, this method can meet the requirements of intelligent warehouse for AGV delivery location accuracy.
LASER COORDINATE POSITIONING TECHNOLOGY

Classification of Laser Positioning Algorithms
For AGV navigation module, the application of laser positioning algorithms includes the triangulation method and the three-point positioning method. The triangulation method, is known by calculating the position and orientation of AGV through the position of the reflecting plate and the angle between the AGV and them. This method requires the measurement signal with very high angular resolution and narrow beam, it is generally used in the occasion with laser positioning. The disadvantage of the three-point positioning method is that the cost of location device is high since measuring absolute distance between the receiver to the reflective beacon such as reflector column is necessary, and positioning system must have a synchronization time as a benchmark which is very complex [4] .
Initialization of Coordinate System
For obtaining AGV location data in the actual operation process, initialize the coordinate system before the car movement, determine the coordinate information of each laser reflector, and see them as the absolute coordinate system [5] . Since cylindrical reflector can be measured at any angle, we design reflector into a cylinder, and initialization process is as follows.
Choose the origin position of absolute coordinate system , and the position must ensure that the laser scanning head can scan more than 3 pieces of reflective pillars, and the AGV keeps still at the origin; Open laser scanning head, by scanning the distance and angel between reflective pillar and the scan head, the position information of each reflective pillar in the absolute coordinate system can be determined [6] ; In the actual movement process of AGV, The coordinate information is coordinate reference point for AGV pose.
Laser Positioning Principle
For realizing the laser guidance of AGV, place a certain number of reflective pillars around fixed location in its running environment, the exact values of their coordinates are known and stored on control computer of AGV onboard [7] . Install a laser emission and detection device on the top of AGV, when laser beam fires into reflective pillars, most of the energy is reflected and detected by photosensitive diode which is mounted near the emission source, at the same time, the angle made by reflected light and advancing direction of AGV is determined.
The AGV in action continually receives reflected laser beam from 3 (or more) known positions, and we can determine the exact location and orientation of AGV through the calculation of geometric on azimuth relative to the direction of the AGV [8] .
As shown in Figure 1 , AGV has measured reflected laser beam from 3 (or more) known reference points ( ) 
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In formula (1) and formula (2), (3) and (4), the location of the car can be obtained.
After get the position, the direction of AGV can be obtained by formula (6). 
TRACKING GUIDANCE
Efficient way to guide AGV can reduce the track deviation in the process of transportation, improve the accuracy of the position of the loading and unloading of goods, and reduce the time of adjusting the body position at the loading and unloading point, improving transport efficiency. This article takes the path tracking method to complete tracking guidance.
The so-called tracking guidance is that the preset trajectory of AGV is divided into N reference points, and AGV always run to track the reference point not far ahead. This reference point is always in front of the AGV and not far away, but AGV can never catch up it. Through the arrangement of these series of reference points on the path, the running track of AGV is guided, and an control objective of AGV is the expected reference point not far away in front of it. Running direction of AGV can be adjusted periodically by tracking guidance method, and reduce errors generated during operation [9] . Kinematics model of single steering wheel AGV is analyzed as follows.
Single steering wheel AGV is a common structure form of AGV, its gear train part includes 1 steering wheel and 2 fixed driven wheels, and it also can be attached to multiple universal wheels. Among them, the layout mode and the relative position of the steering wheel and fixed wheels determine the kinematics model of AGV, and universal support wheels have no effect on kinematics model [10] . For the single wheel AGV, a kinematics model is built, its task is solving the angle of AGV from the known position to next reference point in real-time according to known conditions such as sensor return values, in order to realize the AGV path tracking. Figure 2 ) in the two-dimensional orthogonal coordinate of the work area, and Z is the attitude of AGV (we stipulate that X-axis in the negative direction is 0 and the counterclockwise direction is positive). Suppose for a minimum period of time t ∆ , the center of driven wheel of AGV moves from A to B, and posture of A is
Plug formula (7) and formula (8) into (9) 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
During the experiment, the surroundings are known，Test positioning accuracy of AGV which uses laser positioning technology during the path tracing process. Due to large body, many parts and components(all parts will produce vibration while working), and the laser positioning is more sensitive to changes in the position, a slight vibration will affect the positioning of the laser scanner, making that data of AGV position shows continuous beating in mm body, which is inconvenient for reading and affect the test results, so, we choose the method of averaging the testing values of repeated measurements in the experiment process to obtain the actual coordinates of arrival point.
XOY coordinate system is established within the AGV's work area, for the experiment of location and tracking which is used to verify the feasibility and stability of the study. Table 1 . Obtain the coordinates of AGV in the absolute coordinate system through the laser positioning technology, and compare with the actual coordinates, then we can get errors, and the final results of the experiment are shown in table 1. of AGV during tracking guidance process. Analysis data shows that the position error is less than ± 10mm, and the angle error is in±0.3°. Experiments show that, by the method of laser positioning and path tracing above, AGV can successfully complete the given task, and verify the feasibility of the research, as the error is in the allowable range and meet the performance requirements of AGV industry. Table 1 . experimental results of tracking guidance
